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sap concur is a cloud-based credit and expense management solution. this solution helps an organisation to reduce manual efforts and improve efficiency. by using sap concur, you can easily track and monitor expenses and/or collections. you can also generate reports
for management to view in one place. sap concur includes sales and ecommerce solutions, human resources, supplier management, and corporate travel. sap hana is a digital platform that revolutionises the way information can be accessed, computed and analysed. it is

a business software that enables the data intensive and mobile enterprise to operate at speeds never before possible. sap hana is a database technology that helps to take the stress out of mobile computing. it enables the database user to access information whether
they are using their mobile phone, a tablet, laptop or desktop. sap netweaver is a complex of components which make up the sap erp foundation. the main components include (but are not limited to) sap erp central component (sap erp core), sap erp hana, sap apo, sap
erp sd (common sap user interfaces), sap ecc (sap enterprise content), sap intelligent process management (sap ipm), sap x-ray, etc. are the components of sap netweaver. as the main administrative solution for sap users, sap solution manager combines a handful of

tools alongside content and direct access to sap to ensure reliability and stability of solutions. its numerous applications can be categorized into one or more of the defined information technology infrastructure library (itil) stages of service strategy, service design,
service transition, service operation, and continual service improvement.
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this section introduces the basic requirements for creating the sap solution manager roles. then,
we walk through the process of creating the roles, in order to introduce the associated

responsibilities. welcome to my post. i also hope that my work will also a useful guide to other
people who want to implement an sap solution. once the main business is to be able to easily
maintain the software and hardware life cycle. in this guide, we will try to explain you how to
create, edit and track your product in sap solution manager. we will focus on the role of the

solution manager as a role the sap system and other system. this is the main user who uses the
application in the environment. in some cases, administrators are the representative of the

customer (an organization) who is using the solution. these owners (customers) are responsible for
the monitoring and trouble-shooting of the software. when i tested sm100, it seemed to be great. i

don't know why it does not support sap hana. i tested sm100 in this environment with hana
database. sm100 version is 7.2 and platform is 64 bit windows 7. i have downloaded latest hana

sdk and tested all versions of hana sdk on sm100. i can see hana databases in hana gui. the
problem is not related to databases, i could install and start the sdk application and test new

modules. the cd installs but, i do not seem to have a boot image present on my system. i am not
even able to see the boot image at all in the assembly deployment selection options. do i need to

do anyothersomething in addition to this? 5ec8ef588b
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